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BACKGROUND
District 39 strives to improve student growth and build an effective growth model. Although a
single measure does not provide enough information for a complete assessment of student
growth, quantitative assessment data does provide an entry point for discussion. Therefore, an
analysis of Performance Series data established local gains targets and offered an opportunity to
evaluate how the assessment system's features/reports would contribute to the development of a
student growth model.
Evolving Student Growth Model
The success of the student growth model pilot requires timely access to multiple sources of data,
useful student progress reports, and supportive, instructional resources. District 39 has access to
multiple sources of student data. For example, PARCC student reports include information
about student achievement and curriculum feedback. However, PARCC results are not timely.
PARCC results are not received by school districts until start ofthe next academic year. On the
other hand, access to the Performance Series student score reports is timely. It is available
between seven to ten days following the close of each assessment window. In addition, the
system provides a database of instructional resources linked to the learning objectives/skills
sorted by those the student has or has not met. A teacher may access this database, select lessons
appropriate for a student or a small group of students, and differentiate learning based on
assessment results. These features support the student growth model implementation.
However, the Board has posed valid student growth questions during past presentations that has
greatly influenced our reflections. The following questions and responses were most impactful:
• Wily are local norms valuable for stude11t growth compariso11s?
In general, Wilmette student population is high achieving. Therefore, as many as 30%
of our students achieve at the national percentile level of90 or above. By constructing a
local model, we can capture much more detail in the high achievement range. Were we
to use Scantron Performance Series' nationally normed growth targets, a single target
score would be expected for 30% ofD39 students. Therefore, a nationally normed
approach would fail to capture the actual gains for students in the 90• to 99• national
percentile range due to the considerable variance among this group of students. With the

•

construction of local normst we can more equitably compare high achieving students to
other students within the same range or higher.
Wit at do tlte perce11tages ofstudents wlto Itave met gains targets in Tables 1 and 2 of
tlte 2016 Fall Assessme11t report mea11?
o Wit at is tlte metric D39 will use to tmderstand /tow students are progressing?
o Interested to ltear ltow we take tit at iliformation compari11g it to tlte 75%

number and wit at does tit at tell liS that we 11eed to do.
District 39 defined growth/gains target ranges using local historical data. Therefore, the
percentages reflect quantity of students who have met expected gains. For til is growth
model, D39's goal would be to maintain the patterns of past years at approximately 75%
or higher. The variance in the pattern established is +/- 5% from 75%.
However, this is a limitation of tit is growth model. As the Board may recall, the initial
gains target investigation began with Performance Series analysts. D39 requested that
they find a pool of similar districts so that D39 student data can be compared to other like
students. The analysts could not provide the information. In addition, D39 is the only
sender district to use Performance Series. Therefore, comparisons could not be made
using the township districts. These ideas came first in the investigative process because it
would yield a better metric for which to understand how D39 students are making gains
in their learning.
Upon reflectiont District 39 began to wonder whether another computer adaptive assessment
system would combine the positive aspects of Performance Series with enhanced features, and
provide access to similar districts to construct a local model for student growth comparisons.
The investigation has led District 39 to learn more about the Northwest Evaluation Associationts
Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA MAP), another computer adaptive assessment system.
NWEA MAP ASSESSMENT SYSTEM
Like Performance Seriest NWEA MAP is a computer-adaptivet grade level independent
assessment used to monitor student achievement and growth over time. It is not a mastery
measure of grade level content but rather an achievement and growth measure based on
predictive statistics. Test items range in format and the difficulty level adjusts based on student
response during a 40- 55 minute testing session per assessment. The score produced is equal in
interval over the span of grades K-12. Therefore, the grade level of the student would not serve
as a floor or ceiling for most students.

Notable Features ofNWEA MAP
•

•

Score is based on the Rasch Unit scale (RIT) with a+/- 3 standard error of measure.
o A RIT score measures a student's level of achievement in a particular subject.
o If a student has a particular RIT score, this means that the student is about SO%
likely to correctly answer an item calibrated at that RIT level, and therefore topics
at this RIT level are likely to be topics the student is ready to learn rather than
what they do or do not know.
Student Performance Data
o Goal Area RIT Range - indicates goal specific performance and ties directly to
instructional data.

•

•

Aligns directly to many instructional content providers like Compass
Learning, Edgenuity, and Classworks, etc.
• Aligns standards and categorizes by "Reinforce", "Develop" and
"Introduce" for students.
o Teacher Reports - Formats are supportive of timely organization of students
based on results to support differentiation.
o Lexile Score - connects students to appropriately challenging reading material.
Normative Data
o Status Norms - Grade level percentile ranks
o Growth Norms - Projects growth for every student based on grade level, starting
score, and i11terva/ of i11structi011al time between assessment windows.
o

Customized 11ornu·based reports
• Virtual Compariso11 Gro11ps (VCGs) reporting shows how students are
growing compared to similar students educated in similar schools across
the country.

CONCLUSION
District 39 is considering the possibility of adopting NWEA MAP as an assessment system. If
so, the Performance Series contract would not be renewed. We believe that this change offers
enhanced features such as the ability to request customized norm-based reports that compare
D39 students to other like students. The company is under the same restrictions as Performance
Series regarding the release of demographic information. However, NWEA MAP is taken by
approximately 10.2 million students attending more than 23,500 public schools spread across
6,000 districts in 49 states, as of the 2015 NWEA RIT Scale Norms Study. The company would
have to obtain permissions from other like districts but the likelihood of the permissions obtained
anonymously is far greater than with Performance Series. In addition, there are four New Trier
sender districts already using NWEA MAP and another sender district is considering this same
shift. Therefore, township students' data is included in the pool greatly increasing the ability to
construct meaningful, local norms.
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